Building robust stochastic language models is a major issue in speech recognition systems. Conventional word-based n-gram models do not capture any linguistic constraints inherent in speech. In this paper the notion of function and content words (open/closed word classes) is used to provide linguistic knowledge that can be incorporated into language models. Function words are articles, prepositions, personal pronouns -content words are nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs. Based on this class definition resulting in function and content word markers, a new language model is dehed.
INTRODUCTION
Conventional stochastic n-gram language models based on word units are being widely used. Due to the lack of training text material, especially in spontaneous speech, robust probability estimates are often not possible. Also, only considering word order of a given training text is not enough to capture linguistic constraints typical for a particular language.
One approach is to make use of syntactic and semantic knowledge that is inherent in the notion of function and content words. Many attempts have been made to incorporate more than local constraints into language modeling [2, 61. Here, the prediction of the next word is extended not only to the (n-1) last words but to longer-term dependencies. Motivated by the work of [3, 51 a similar approach has been implemented the next word is predicted through the last functionlcontent word pair, wherever these have been found in the word history. Based on this idea a separate language model is trained. Combining the conventional ngram model with this speaal function/content word model decreases perplexity on word basis by 4% and also leads to some improvement in word accuracy. The advantage of such dependencies can be seen when looking at an example:
FUNCTION AND CONTENT WORDS
we will ride on the bus. Trigram PP 62.7 words. Normally "on the" would predict "bus" but "ride the" also is a good predictor for the word "bus". Based on this idea all experiments described in the next section try to take advantage of the linguistic knowledge available. 
Database
All experiments within this paper are performed on a German database called the German Spontaneous Scheduling Task (GSST) which is collected as part of the VERBMOBIL project. In this task human-to-human dialogues are collected at four different sites within Germany. Two individuals are given Werent calendars with various appointments already scheduled. Only few time slots are available to schedule a meeting between the two of them. Goal of the conversation is to figure out a time that will suit both of them. A total of 616 dialogues were available for training and testing. 608 were used to train the two Merent language models LMWo+d and LMF/c, and 8 represented an independent test set. Ta Treating noises as function words means that they are also used as part of a function/content word pair to predict the next word. The optimal interpolation factor was determined through tests on a cross validation set and best results could be achieved with an interpolation factor of 0.8 yielding a perplexity of 60.6.
A better approach than modeling noises as function words would be to introduce a third marker into the training text. For the second model, beside function and content markers, "noise"-maxkers were used. These "noise"-markers lead to a slightly difEerent training of the second model: the function/content word language model did not include any noises in the history at all -noise words were not used to predict the next word. Instead the last function/content word pair was always taken to predict the next word, thereby ignoring noises that may have been uttered in between. Introducing the "noise"-markers improved perplexity slightly to 60.3 with a similar effect on word accuracy experiments.
Looking at an example makes this idea clear:
we will ride on the #AEHM# bus.
The word pair "ride # A E H M # of course is a much worse predictor for the word "bus" than the function/content word pair "ride the" would be.
Whereas the function/content word model proposed by Isotani be improved. Figure 1 shows results of all linear combinations between word and function/content word model.
Recognition Performance
Acoustic training of our speech recognizer was done on the same amount of training data as the data available for language model training. A dictionary of 3439 words was used which did not include all words from the training text. The same cross validation set already used for language modeling experiments was used to adjust system parameters. Tests were then made on an independent test set.
Recognition experiments were performed on our JAhUS recognizer using a conventional trigram word model to aeate word lattices. These lattices were rescored using a combination of the language model already applied to the search procedure (LMWord) and a language model based on function and content word tags (LMF/c).
Baseline performance of our system with a word-based trigram language model was 70.6% word accuracy. Both models as described in section 3.2 (with and without noises) were tested. Perplexity improvements achieved on pure text data do not always hold for recognition experiments. Our first model, using noises as part of the word pair that is s u p posed to contain linguistic information, gave a very small recognition improvement only. For the second model, ignoring noises to predict the next word and using "real" function/content word pairs instead improved baseline recognition performance from 70.6% to 71.0% word accuracy. 
CONCLUSIONS
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